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Bird City, the capital of the frontier, has a continental desert climate. It is very hot in
summer and cold in winter. When getting off the train, the heat wave came. Zhang Fan
contacted the office of quark county hospital in advance. Train tickets and bus tickets
are booked by the hospital, which is a small entry benefit.

The bus started at 6:00 p.m. Zhang Fan didn't go far and didn't dare to turn around. He
was worried that he would be lost. After eating around the bus station, he lay down on
the bench in the waiting room to have a rest.

Zhang Fan almost didn't vomit when he got on the bus. The bus in summer was
air-conditioned, and it was mixed with all kinds of body odor, plus the love of perfume.

The highway to quark county has not been completed. The road is bumpy and bumpy
all night, and the kidney is about to be bumped out. After staying up all night, I finally
arrived in Quark county. Wang Hongmei, director of the hospital office of the hospital,
picked up Zhang Fan with great enthusiasm.

The county hospital is on the edge of the city, with a four story building and a small
second floor as the staff dormitory. Zhang Fan came later, and other new college
students have reported. A total of seven people, four men and three women, Zhang Fan
is a single dog, and the others are one-on-one.

The new college students are from different medical schools in Jiangsu Province, the
medical school affiliated to Minzu University and the College of traditional Chinese
medicine. In addition, Zhang Fan graduated from the medical school. Others have
come a day or two in advance. Under the leadership of Wang Hongmei, director of the
hospital office, several people came to the president's office. President Batu, a
Mongolian, is a bit like Putin.

"Today, all the colleagues finally came. After Zhang Fan settled down, he went to the
restaurant of quark County Hotel to have a welcome party in the evening. Welcome
our new colleagues from afar. " After Batu finished with a red face, he said to Wang
Hongmei: "inform the directors and head nurses of various departments in the evening,
and then take some new nurses. Tomorrow is the weekend. Take our college students
to the grassland and enjoy our beautiful grassland." Batu speaks with great confidence
and rich limbs. He seems to be a strong man.



Zhang Fan and Li Hui are in the same dormitory, and Guo Qiliang and jumabek are in
the same dormitory. Guo Qiliang is a tin nationality and jumabek is a Kazak
nationality. Both of them graduated from the College of nationalities. Li Hui graduated
from the Han College of traditional Chinese medicine. In order to be together, they
agreed to sign in Quark county. Several girls have owners because of the famous
flowers. Zhang Fan didn't pay attention and just stared at the dean for thought.

Li Hui is tall and thin. He is very enthusiastic and helps Zhang Fan make his bed. The
bedding is newly bought by the hospital. As soon as he cleaned up, Li Hui took out the
famous border cigarette Xuelian and sent one to Zhang Fan.

Although I don't smoke, I didn't refuse to meet for the first time and have to work
together and sleep together in the future. Li Hui lit a cigarette for Zhang Fan and said
to Zhang Fan after he got into his bed: "brother, you graduated from 211. Why are you
outside the border pass mountain?"

"What 211? People from other provinces don't know. Don't you know when you
graduated from LAN city. Don't laugh at me again. Are you traditional Chinese
medicine or traditional Chinese and Western medicine? " Zhang Fan replied with a
smile.

"Chinese and Western medicine, Chinese and Western medicine, hey, it's a headache.
You have to take the exam to practice Chinese and Western medicine, but all the
fucking western medicine used in practical work, and both Chinese and Western
medicine have learned some fur."

"It's all the same. We study western medicine is also a fur."

"Which department are you going to go to? Yesterday, I heard from people in the
hospital that there is a serious shortage of people in various departments. We don't
have to rotate and enter the Department directly. I'm thinking about going to the
internal medicine. What about you?"

There are two internal medicine departments in the county hospital. The first
Department of internal medicine is the Department of respiration, digestion and heart
together, and the second Department of internal medicine is the Department of
Endocrinology and infection together. I don't know what the hospital thinks. He didn't
divide respiration and infection together. Li Hui made it clear yesterday that he wants
to enter the internal medicine department. If Zhang Fan also goes to the internal
medicine department, he wants to choose the department Zhang Fan doesn't choose,
and the fake Zhang Fan's family can be regarded as 211 graduation.

"I want to go to surgery. Orthopedics is the best. " Zhang Fan's foundation is general,



and internal medicine considers the foundation more than surgery.

After a few words, Guo Qiliang and Juma Buick also came in. After a few people
chatted for a while, Li Hui's girlfriend Wang Sha came in“ You are still chatting. Why
didn't you clean up? Director Wang just called and asked us to go downstairs and get
ready for dinner. Wang Sha is not tall, but her voice is very good.

A few people listened and hurried downstairs. Two 120 buses from the hospital have
been parked under the dormitory. Director Wang waved to everyone in the car, "get in
the car quickly. The Dean has set out." Batu's car is a modern Elantra. Sometimes the
hospital receives a leader or something. It is generally regarded as the president's
private car.

Quark County Hotel is a hotel designated by the county Party committee, so the
subordinate institutions usually go to the restaurant of quark County Hotel. After they
went in, Zhang Fan found many people sitting on the table in the box.

Several people are just graduated students, lack of social experience, and rarely
participate in such a banquet. They are a little overwhelmed at the door. Batu stood up
and smiled at director Wang and said, "our housekeeper, start assigning seats to
everyone. Men and women sit in different places. One-on-one can't be assigned
wrong." Everyone agreed and smiled a few times.

The dishes went on quickly. As soon as the cold dishes were ready, the hot dishes
began to come in. The Dean didn't say to eat, and everyone didn't move chopsticks.
After the first hot dish was served, Batu said with a wine glass: "whether the old
people in the hospital or the new college students here, it is God's fate to be together
today. I hope the old people can help the new college students. We college students
should speed up their entry into the role and integrate into the big family of our county
hospital in advance. Today, we take advantage of this glass of water and wine to
welcome college students, and wish new college students a smooth work and a happy
life. " Then he drank the wine in his hand.

Zhang Fan looked at one or two glasses in his hand and was frightened. He seldom
drinks, and occasionally drinks beer. He never drinks baijiu.

The rule of quark county is to drink three glasses of wine before eating. Three glasses
of wine go down. Zhang Fan sees that the house has begun to rotate. He picks up
chopsticks and wants to eat a few mouthfuls of wine. The chopsticks haven't stretched
out yet. Zhang Fan is black and soft under the dinner table. What they are doing is to
engage in medicine. They are not in a hurry. Zhang Fan touches the artery. Li
Chengjun, director of the first Department of internal medicine, smiled and said to
Batu: "the young man is drunk. Just go back to the hospital to get rid of the wine."



"It seems that our college students have not yet entered the society. They should work
hard and keep up with drinking. Xiao Chen, take Zhang Fan to the emergency room
first. " Xiao Zhang is an ambulance driver. Then he raised his glass again and said,
"come to our boys and girls, have another drink. You can do less work as much as you
can drink."

That night, all the college students were destroyed. But Zhang Fan was the first to die
in battle. Batu also deliberately let college students get drunk. He believes in the
saying that they show their true colors after drinking.

Zhang Fan didn't drink Baijiu and drank too quickly. He woke up and found himself
lying on the bed of the emergency room, surrounded by first-aid equipment. Although
I woke up, I was still dizzy. I was ready to go to the bathroom for convenience. As a
result, a screen suddenly appeared in front of me“ Bind the super medical assistance
system and start transmitting system data. " Zhang Fan's eyes flashed and fainted
again.
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